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Developing Generally focused on a main idea. Meets Expectation: A few errors in punctuation are present.
Organization and Transitions Thoughtful, logical progression of supporting examples; Mature transitions
between ideas. Examples and details relate to the topic and some explanation is included. Reflects the type of
writing being shared inform, entertain, persuade. Has short, choppy sentences that bump the reader. Below
Expectation: Several fragments or run on sentences are present. Reflects no attempt at making transitions.
Emerging Has missing support or ideas that don't support the main idea. Uses a mix of strong and some
common verbs. Contains some sentences that vary in beginning, structure and length. Mechanics Consistent
standard English usage, spelling, and punctuation. Organization Includes a strong topic sentence that invites
the reader to want to read. Emerging Contains simple, sentences that repeat the way they begin. Reflects no
attempt to establish order. Remains focused on a clear main idea. Style Appropriate tone, distinctive voice;
pleasing variety in sentence structure; Vivid diction, precise word choices. Appropriate tone; Clear sentences
with varied structures; Effective diction. Uses interesting details that hook the reader. Strongly reflects the
type of writing being shared inform, entertain, persuade. Contains limited sentences that start in different ways
or different lengths. Acceptable arrangement of examples; transitions may be weak. Conventions Uses correct
capitalization for Proper Nouns and sentences. Proficient Has mostly correct capitalization for Proper Nouns
and sentences. Sufficient number of examples and details that relate to the topic. Download our Writing
Rubric for 3rd Grade Students With the third grade writing rubric, you will be able to evaluate and grade your
3rd graders writing more easily and effectively. Uses few active verbs, and verbs used are not very clear.
Meets Expectation: Paragraphs are about the same topic. Fails Criteria: Poor punctuation in most sentences
Spelling In the third grade writing rubric there are separate criteria for spelling of previously learned words
and words whose spelling would be unfamiliar. Has 3 supporting sentences. Shares clear and organized
information or details about an event. Insufficient, vague, or undeveloped examples. Developing Had more
than 3 errors in capitalization.


